H i s t o r y・C u l t u r e

H i s t o r y・C u l t u r e
ɜHistory
神

1

Shrines/Temples

Mizuwakasu Shrine

This shrine is dedicated to good harvest and the
safety of ships in the Japan Sea. The
architecture of the shrine is a style
that is unique to Oki. Mizuwakasu
Shrine became an important cultural
asset of Japan in 1992.
神

2

ɜHistory
遺

1

This is the biggest Zenpou‑Koen‑Fun in Oki. It's 48m
long and seems to be an ancient tomb of a powerful family
who ruled around here. Unfortunately its treasures were al‑
most all stolen. There are 9 similar Zenpou‑Koen‑Fun in Do‑
go. Seven of them are on the hill besides the river Yabi.
遺

2

Tamawakasu Shrine

This is the chief shrine in Oki. The main building
of this shrine is made in theunique Oki style like Mizuwa‑
kasu shrine. Both shrines became national important cultur‑
alproperties in 1992. The priests family (also called Oki)
is said to be a descendant of the governor of Oki Country.
There are 3 treasures in the shrines
treasury. They are Ekirei, Karabitsu
and Okinokuni‑souin.

3

Hachioji Shrine

This shrine is dedicated to the 8 divine children of
the god Amaterasu and god Susanoo. A three‑legged crow
called "Yata‑garasu" is enshrined inside. It symbolizes the
sun. The local people call it Nitten‑san. One of the three
big festivals, Muramatsuri Furyu is held for this shrine
and Ichinomori Shrine, which is dedi‑
cated to the moon. This festival of‑
fers prayers to the sun and moon.

遺

4

Ise‑mikoto‑jinja Shrine

Amenokoyane‑no‑mikoto, which is famous for Amatera‑
su's Hider Legend, is enshrined here as is Amaterasu's
brother Tsukiyomi‑no‑mikoto. The treasure of this shrine is
a rabbit, which is the symbol of the moon. People call this
shrine Gatten‑san, which means the
shrine of the moon. Muramatsuri Furyu
is held for not only for Hachiouji
Shrine but also for Ichinomori Shrine.
神

5

Ichinomori‑jinja Shrine

Isenomikoto is enshrined here. This shrine was seen as
one of the greatest shrines in Japan during Emperor Ninmen's
rule. Kumi‑kagura is danced at this
shrine on the 25th of July (odd years)
or 26th of July, (even years). Kumi‑
kagura is a prefectural spiritual asset.

4

遺

5

6

Amatakekanakaya Shrine

神

遺

7

7

Princess Toyotama is mainly enshrined here. The gods
Izanagi, Izanami and Kikakeyahime are also enshrined. Prin‑
cess Toyotama is a daughter of the
god Watatsumi (Poseidon). She became
the wife of Yamahiko, which makes her
the grandmother of Emperor Jinmu.
神

8

遺

8
遺

9
遺

10

9

Wakenosu Shrine

10

神

11 Utagi Shrine 12 Shiratori Shrine
神

13 Images of Buddha called Ago‑nashi Jizo
神

神

14 Kousanji Temple 15 Oki Kokubunji Temple
神

16 Ganmanji Temple
神

17

神

The Shrine on Benten Island 18 Takada Shrin

神

神

19 Dangyou Shrine 20 Hanaike Shrine
神

神

21 Hei Shrine 22 Kaminishi Shrine

祭

Kagura (Japanese holy dances) in Oki

6

There are three streams of Kagura in Oki. They are
Dozen, Suki and Ochi in Dougo. To
dance among two tatamis' space is the
characteristic of Dougo Kagura. It
follows traditional Kagura. It means
the dance has kept the origin of Ka‑
gura to divine not to show.

Momote Festival in Tsudo

祭

7

It is held on March 28th every year. It is a festi‑
val for Hanaike Shrine. Two perform‑
ers have to shoot some arrows for ex‑
orcism instead of other people in
Tsudo.

Yamamatsuri in Fuse

祭

8 In Japanese tradition big trees and mountains were
believed to be gods. The festival is held in April every 2
years (in even years according to the
Gregorian Calender) to calm the Moun‑
tain God. At this event the young men
wrap the big creeper 7 and a half
times around the cedar in 3 places.
祭

祭

Danjirimai in Uya 10

9

traces of Kunda Castle

ɜ Cultural Climate

Festivals

Big festival of Mizuwakasu Shrine

There is a festival (Yama‑biki Shinji) which is held
at Mizuwakasu Shrine. It is one of Oki's three biggest and
greatest festivals. It is held on May 3rd every two years.
At the festival there is a wooden float which is pulled by
young boys. The float is decorated
beautifully. You can see traditional
Japanese dances called 'Shishimai'
and traditional Japanese horse‑back
archery (Yabusame).

2

Gorei‑furyu

This is the biggest religious festival in Oki. It's
held every year on June the 5th. We call it Gorei‑furyu.
People believe that on this day the native gods from 8
areas go to Tamawakasu Shrine on horseback to pay their re‑
spects at the shrine. This is called 'Umaire‑Shinji'. You
can also see Yabusame (traditional
Japanese horse‑back archery). It is
an exciting festival which visitors
can enjoy seeing them close‑up.
祭

3

Muramatsuri‑furyu

Nakmura people call it Mura‑matsuri. It's one of
Oki's 3greatest festivals. The festival's formal name is
Nichigetsu‑onmyouwagou‑sai. It means Hachiouji Shrine
(sun's shrine) and Ichinomori Shrine (moon's shrine) have
one festival together. A three‑legged crow called "Yata‑
garasu" and a rabbit, which is the
symbol of the moon meet and make a
circle three times then. It is open
on October 19th every odd year.

Bull Fighting

祭

11 Festival for Isenomikoto Shrine
祭

12 Momote Festival in Nagouda
13 Festival of Kamonabi Shrine

Natural environment

landscape

ɜHighlights
風

1

Jyoudogaura Seashore

There is a legend according to a famous priest Ik‑
kyu. He called here like a paradise(Jyoudo). It is desig‑
nated as a national place of scenic beauty. Once commemora‑
tive stamp of national parks was
published and Jyodogaura scenery was
used as its material. This is the one
of best places in Oki.
風

2

Observatory for Candle Rock

It's in Shiro, Goka. You can
walk down 800m along an esplanade to‑
wards the sea and see the Candle Rock
closer.

1

During the Heian Era the famous poet and scholar
Onono Takamura was exiled to Oki from Miyako. In AD 834 he
was chosen to be a vice‑diplomat to To in China, however he
was against the diplomat and was punished by Emperor Saga.
They say he made a famous waka 'Watanohara yasoshima‑ka‑
kete kogidenuto hitoniha‑tsugeyo amino‑tsuribune,' when he
was decided to exile.
人

2

人

3

5

Shirashima Observatory

Sunset in Shionohama Beach

Here is one of the best spot to see the sunset.
In summer many people visit here to
enjoy marine sports. You can also
see the beautiful sea line and Dou‑
zen islands. In Fall people some‑
times catch 1m‑long‑squid here.
風

6

Boathouses in Tsuma

There are 20 boathouses in a line forward Mt. Ta‑
kada. The scenery shows a peaceful fishery village. There
are beautiful pine trees that Yaobi‑
kuni planted nearby. These trees are
selected as one of '100 nice white
sand and green pine trees.
風

7
風

9
風

11
風

Emperor Godaigo

He was exiled to Oki in April in 1333 after he
fought with the Kamakura government and lost. This is known
as Jyokyu fighting in Japanese. One year later he escaped
from Oki and defeated Kamakura government and rose up
'Kenmuno‑shinsei.' Finally he was defeated by samurai and
became sick and passed away in Kyoto.
人

4

Nakanuma Ryouzou

He was born in Nakamura, a part of Suki. When he be‑
came 20, he went to Kyoto to learn under Yamasaki Ansai.
Later he started his private school there. Saigou Taka‑
mori's brother and Nakaoka Shintarou belonged to his. He
contributed Meiji‑ishin. He used to
be a private tutor of Emperor Koumei
and Emperor Meiji and built another
private school called Bunbukan in
Totsukawa Village, Nara.
人

5

Katsube Eijirou

He was born in Nakamura in 1910. He made a big effort
to build up post offices of Kouri and Kitakata in Goka and
telephone systems there. Then he used all his private money
to make a former Nakamura Tunnel between Harada to Nakamura
among steep mountains.
人

7

Yamaguchi Seishi

He was a famous poet who came from Kyoto. His real
name was Yamaguchi Chikahiko. He was a leader of 'New Haiku
Movement' and left many poetry. There are two tablets in‑
scribed with a haiku in Oki because he visited Oki and
make a lot of Haiku in 1993. One is in Dangyou Waterfall,
the other is in Oki Air Port.
人

8

Noguchi Ujyou

He came from Isohara, Taga‑gun, Ibaragi Prefecture.
He was a poet, especially he made some children's songs and
folk songs. His masterpieces are 'Nanatsunoko( seven chil‑
dren )' and 'Syabondama( bubbles ).' He had been to not on‑
ly all around Japan but also east Asia and made many folk
songs. He left one made in Shirashima, Oki.
人

人

9 Henmi Jyun

Misaki Park

風

8

Sunrise seen from Kasuga Shrine
風

Sunset in Otomeko 10
風

Mt. Takada 12

13 Mt. Atago

Zelkova in Ongyaku Shrine

5

巨

10 Koizumi Yakumo

This cedar has six trunks above
1.5 meter high and one rout. It looks
like a turnip. They say it is 600
years old. It is 38 meters high. Its
trunk circuit is 9.3 meters.
巨

Chichi‑sugi (Breast Cedar)

7

It is nearby the top of Mt. Daimanji, the highest
mountain in Oki. It is about 800
years old. It has one rout but its
trunk separates into 15 above 4 me‑
ters high. It has sprouted new roots
which you can see hanging down from
the separated trunks. It is 40 meters
high. Its trunk circuit is 11 meters.
巨

Black Pine Trees and Cedar in Kasuga Shrine

8

There are about 70 pine trees
and cedars which are 350 years old or
more around this shrine. Once there was
the highest pine tree here, unfortu‑
nately it was hit by thunder and fell
down. Now you can only see its big rout
exhibited in the front garden.
巨

Cedar of Kojin‑san

9

People call it Kojin‑san in Fuse. Its bottom is wrapped
around with long creeper many times and decorated with dedi‑
cated flags. It's 30 meters high. Its trunk circuit is 5 me‑
ters.
巨

Cedar of Oyama Shrine

In Japanese tradition big
trees were believed to be gods.
The cedar of this shrine is en‑
shrined as god. They say it is 800
years old. There are two giant
zelkova trees here. It's 50 meters
high. Its trunk circuit is 7 meters.
巨

11 Zelkova in Shirahige Shrine

There are two zelkova besides the main building
of Shirahige Shrine. They look like two Buddha Niou as
doormen. Especially left zelkova is wrapped by a deco‑
ration of sacred straw rope. It's 9 meters high. Its
trunk circuit is 3.9 meters.

ɜ Cultural Climate
巨

12 Yononaka‑zakura

They stand near the trace of Temple Kenpukuji in
Ganya, Nakamura. People call them O‑zakura (male cher‑
ry) and Me‑zakura (female cherry). Both are about 670
years old. First Ozakura blooms white at the beginning
of April, then Mezakura blooms light pink. They were
used to divine fortune and harvest
of each
year so that they are called Yono‑
naka‑zakura (Cherry Blossom of the
world). They are 15 meters high.
Ozakura's trunk circuit is 4 me‑
ters.
巨

13 Karakasano‑matsu (pine tree)
巨

14 Black Pine Tree in Igo Shrine
巨

15 Natural forest in Fuse

風

Pine Trees in Yana

Ryuga‑taki

14 Pond in Tsui

巨

2

Tabunoki in Misaki Shrine

3

Sudajii back of the Fujita House

There are two big Sudajii back of the Fujita's
in Inugu. There is a small shrine
in front of them. No one knows how
old they are. Perhaps they are
very old. They are 13 meters and
15meters high. Their trunk circuit
of are 8.6 meters and 4.4 meters.
巨

4

Cedar in Monoimi Shrine

It stands as if it is a
guard of Monoimi Shrine. It keeps
state. It's 25 meters high. Its
trunk circuit is 6.4 meters.

6

Natural environment
ɜHighlights
滝

1

Waterfalls

Dangyou Waterfall

The water here is famous for water for longevi‑
ty, winners and protection against fires. People who
wants to win in the Hassaku Bull
fighting or Kotenzumo tend to vis‑
it here to clean themselves on
praying.
滝

2

Fukaura Waterfall

This waterfall is famous for
the striking contrast of white wa‑
ter on black basalt. It's inter‑
esting like Dangyo Waterfall. You
can see it from Hotel Uneri.
滝

3

Nachi Waterfall

However it's hard to find it because of its
thin stream, you can see its great stream when it
rains. So this waterfall is called 'A Vision of Wa‑
terfall.' The name comes form the shrine nearby.
滝

4

Kurodaki Waterfall
Hinozudaki Waterfall

Natural environment
ɜHighlights
奇

1

Shiraito‑no‑taki (waterfall)

It appears on the left side
mountain of Hotel Uneri when it
rains heavily. It seems a white
thread from the top of the moun‑
tain so we call it 'Shiraito‑no‑
taki (White Thread Waterfall).'

Strange Rocks

Candle Rock (Candle Island)

It's a miracle! If the weather
is calm at dust, you can see the rock
as if it is a real candle in the sea.
It's very moving. This sightseeing is
very popular in the sunset.
奇

2

奇

3

Tokage Iwa (Lizard Rock)

It looks like a real 26m‑long lizard on the cliff.
It was made by erosion for a long time. It consists of very
rare rock 'anorthoclase phonolitic
trachyte phorphyry' which is found in
a few places in the world. So other
parts made by different rock were
lost long time ago.
奇

4

地

6

Inujima (Dog Island) in Ooku

Zenorisu

It's a kind of lava. We call it Kanran‑gan
ku‑gan in Japanese. There are only three places
can see zenorisu in Japan. When mantle spout out
from the core of the earth to the surface. We
proved that Oki was made by large‑
scale diastrophism. Researchers trace
mantle is 27kms deep through the re‑
search of carbon dioxide.
地

7
地

8

Cyuujyousetsuri

ɜ Cultural Climate
動

1

Plants and Animals

Okinoaburagiku

This is peculiar to Oki. This is found mainly in
seashore. Its flower shows lovely
yellow in fall. It's popular among
chrysanthemum mania. A few flowers
is found in Shimane Peninsula, Yama‑
guchi prefecture or a small part of
North Kyusyu.
動

2

It has just distinguished as a
peculiar thistle. It has many thorns,
especially under its calyx there are
big thorns growing.

奇

動

5

Yoroi‑iwa (Armor Rock)

3

4

7
奇

8

Kabuto‑iwa (Skull Rock)
Roppouseki (Hexagonal Rock)
Zouga‑hana (Elephant Island)

ɜHistory
地

1

Stratum・Geology

Obsidian

Obsidian of Oki was used not only in Japan but
also in Korean Peninsula, Vrajivostok and Nakhotka
20,000 years ago. Because it was used as a tip of ar‑
row or a knife etc. When you know
how obsidians are spread in the
east Asia, you can understand how
much people mixed well with other
people in ancient time.
地

Oki Henma‑gan (Oki Gneiss)

It is the oldest rock in Japan. However it is
about 200,000,000 year‑old and as old as Hida Gneiss, we
sometimes find 2,000,000,000 year‑
old or 3,200,000,000 year‑old rocks
or some jewels like garnet among Oki
gneiss. It's very rare in the world
to see such thick (several decades
meters) stratum of gneiss.
地

3

Green Tuff

People call it Goka‑ishi because its major source
is Goka. We have used it as material of stone fences.
When Japan Sea was a lake, much volcanic ashe.s fell down
in to the lake and water glasses were fused on it and be‑
came Green Tuff. So this proves that Japan Sea used to be
a big lake long long time ago.
地

4

Keisoudo (Diatom Earth)

Keisou means diatom. This is made of dead diatom
plankton. Shichirin ( old Japanese stove) consists of
this. Nowadays it is used as materi‑
al of walls of houses. Now we see it
besides the road where it used to be
the bottom of the deep sea
15,000,000 years ago.
地

5

Arukari‑ryuumongan (Alkaline Rhyolite)

This rhyolite has much alkalinity. It looks
white. Rim of Oki made by volcan‑
ic activity consists of the rock.
If alkaline rhyolite is melted by
violent volcanic activity and
cooled down immediately by the
sea, it becomes obsidian.

動

動

Others

Beaches

ɜ Amusement
海

Okinoazami

① Shiohama Beach ②Nakamura Beach
③Umisachi‑no‑hama ④Fukuura Beach
⑤Kasuga‑no‑hama Beach
⑥Oki‑no‑kuni Diving Center
⑦Fuse Diving Center

Shiohama Beach seems a private
pocket beach. If you visit there,
you can enjoy natural sand and
beautiful sea like a paradise.

Okisyakunage

Dogtooth Violet

Others
食

It's a kind of lilies. It
blooms in March to April in violet
pink. However it belongs to pre‑al‑
pine plants, it spreads nearby sea‑
shores in Oki. Many volunteers keep
and manage Park of Dogtooth Violet.
動

6

Natural environment

動

25 Ibis 26 Karasubato (dove) 27 Falcon
動
動
28 Marine Firefly called Umihotaru 29 Firefly

Foods

ɜ Food of island

5

6

動
24 Dragonfly (Pond in Yui)

There are about 200 kinds of dragonfly. About 90 ones are found
in Shimane, 56 ones are found in Oki islands.
You can see about 33 ones around Pond in Yui.
So that here is very precious marsh where
people can see dragonflies and other crea‑
tures. Now this is a park to observe nature.

It is a variation of Azuma Rhododendron. Its petal
looks similar to Hon Rhododendron. Its leaf looks rounder
and smaller leaves under flowers than
usual. When you visit Rhododendron
Garden in Goka, you can see 10000
rhododendron trees.
動

奇

動
23 Wild Rabbit called Okino‑usagi

Oki Dandelion

It's peculiar and a kind of Japanese dandelions.
There are differences between Western ones and Oki's. Oki's
calyx is smooth and stands straight‑
ly. But western ones have bigger ca‑
lyx and their edge are carving out‑
side.
動

動
22 Oki Salamander

Grown‑ups of Oki Salamander is about 13cm‑long and live in the
clean stream among mountains. They spread from nearby the beach to hills
or mountains. In 2005 scholars decided 595
places in the world as the last habitats of
about 790 endangered species. Oki islands were
selected as the last habitat of Oki Salamander.

It's a peculiar rabbit to Oki.
However ordinary rabbits change their
hair into white in winter, Okinousagi
is always brown and its stomach is
white. It seems a kind of wild rabbits.

Ryokusyoku‑sarekigan

It is in the sea of Ooku. It looks like a dog. The
half bottom of the island consists of Green Tuff. It shows
Oki used to be in the bottom of the
lake in the big continent in ancient
time. Actually Japan Sea used to be a
big lake in the Eurasia continent.

It's on the small peninsula named Noritabana. It
consists of basalt and seems an armor of samurai. So people
call it Yoroiiwa. There is a legend
lost samurai ran away from Miyako and
his armor became a rock. There is an
esplanade to get there.

or Hoka‑
where we
directly
think it

Natural environment

Byoubu Iwa (Folding Screen Rock

It's on the right sloop of Mt. Washiga‑mine(560m
above the sea). It is a typical Cyuujyou‑setsuri so that it
seems a giant folding screen made by
a pillared rock. It's a 80 meter‑high
cliff. It shows you the greatest
scenery of rock in Shimane.

2

Yaosugi (cedar)

If you walk to north in 500m
from Saigo Ferry Port, you can
find Misaki Shrine and its giant
Tabunoki in front of Uya Tunnel.
There are a few Tabunoki in Oki
any more. It is 15 meters high and
its trunk circuit is 4.1 meters.
巨

巨

17 Black Pine Tree in Kitatani Shrine

Giant Trees

At Tamawakasu Shrine there
is about 1000 year‑old or more ce‑
dar called Yaosugi which is 29 me‑
ters high. Legend has it that
there is a big snake snoring in‑
side the cedar. They say we can
hear its snore at silent night.
Its trunk circuit is 11 meters.

5
滝

奇

巨

16 Some pine trees to protect strong winds in Kumi

Natural environment

滝

Turnip Cedar

6

10

Fujihara Kinichi

When he saw a little girl walking to school indirect‑
ly along the river, he decided to make a new bridge over
the river. He used his private prop‑
erty to build a new one. It was built
on September 25th in 1929. He named it
'a bridge of love' because his belief
was 'You shall love your neighbor.'
人

巨

There is a forest in the back of Ongyaku Shrine in
Harada. Once there were three zelkovas but two of them were
decayed. Here are new ones. It's 23 meters. Its trunk cir‑
cuit is 5.2 meters.

巨

We call Shirashima Peninsula and small islands
Shirashima Seacoast totally. Be‑
tween blue sea and Blue sky you
can see white cliffs and green
pine trees. The scenery is moving.
風

Former Emperor Gotoba

Former Emperor Gotoba was exiled to Oki in August in
1221 because of Jyoukyu Civil Strife. He had stayed in Oki
for 19 years. He was very talented and famous as a poet of
waka and ordered to make 'Shinkokin‑wakasyuu' and so on.

1

4

Ononotakamura

Cape Nagu

There is a legend according to Empress Jinkou here.
Here has been a important point of
marine trading since ancient time.
The scenery of Sunset here is the
best in Oki. You can see Douzen is‑
lands closer from this spot.
風

Profiles

ɜHistory
人

6

祭

3

祭

This shrine is concerning for God Susanoo in Nishida,
to the west of Saigo port. Susa Shrine in Sada (Izumo) has the
same event named Kiriake Shinji. Susanoo is enshrined there
too (so in spite of explanation on the shrines' booklets or
generally accepted opinion, Susanoo is also enshrined in the
Kiriake Shrine)
神

Seikyuuji Temple
（Buddha Fudoumyouou）

H i s t o r y・C u l t u r e

1

Kiriake Shrine

Tondo in Iamzu

5

It is open on January 15th every year. People make a
big bamboo tower decorated New Year's
decorations in the sea. Then it is
burnt down, almost naked men in two
groups rush into the cold sea to get
the holy log.

風

祭

The god Wakenosu is believed to be a parent of Tama‑
wakasu‑no‑mikoto. This is the oldest shrine in Oki.
Some say that Wakenosu is equal to Amano‑oshiro‑kowake,
which is used as the ancient name
of Oki on Kojiki. Local people
like this shrine because it is be‑
lieved that the god of sake is
here. They call it Matsuo‑myojin.
神

Garden Lantern of Branch Izumo Shrine

遺

Betsurai‑no‑mikoto is enshrined here. The god Susanoo
and Princess Tamayasu are also enshrined here. Momote Festival
is a famous festival because 7‑year‑old
boys shoot arrows. It is on March 11.
The horse of this shrine is allowed to
be in front of Tamwakasu Shrine and has
special rights at Gorei Furyu.
神

Temple Kenpukuji

11 traces of Kounoujyou Castle

Kamonabi Shrine

祭

Fukuura Tunnel

There are 3 tunnels in Fukuura. The smallest is
called Koma‑tunnel, the medium sized one is called Mado‑
tunnel and the biggest is called Shin‑tunnel. Together
they are known as the Sendai tunnels
of Fukuura. They show the high quali‑
ty of civil engineering in Meiji Era.
So that the Civil Engineering Academy
designated them heritage status in
2005.
遺

Kamishima Shrine

Old Private House in Tsubame

This house belonged to the Hinos and was built in
about the end of Edo Era. Then it was moved to Goka from
Tsubame. It is designated as a tangi‑
ble of Shimane. If you book your lunch
to Goka‑soseikan Tel (08512‑5‑2845 ),
you can enjoy Oki lunch there.

H i s t or y・C u l tu r e

Renge‑e‑mai Festival (Oki Kokubunnji Temple)

4

Food of Oki

神

The House of Sasaki

This is the oldest wooden house in Oki. Main build‑
ing is a one‑story house and made of cedar's skin and
stones on the roof. It is built in 1792. Some precious ma‑
terials which show rich farmers style
in Edo era are exhibited inside. For
example farming implements, table‑
ware, lightning and so on.

6

Two daughters of the god Susanoo are enshrined here,
as well as Empress Jingo, Princess
Tamayori, Shiotsuchi‑no‑okina and
Isotakeru‑no‑mikoto. There are some
legends and episodes about them
around this shrine.

The Okis

The Oki family are an ancestral Shinto priest family
that have 2 royal standards (ekirei) and 1 royal seal (han‑
ko) dating from times when Japan was divided into smaller
kingdoms. The family are also important to Japanese culture
because they are also said to be descendant of a governor
of Ancient Oki Country. Their house
is about 200‑year old and designated
as a national important cultural
property. Their treasures in treasury
are also designated as important cul‑
tural properties.
遺

神

The Monument of Oki Commune

Oki Commune had broken up affected from Sonnou‑Jyoi
Movement (almost the end of Edo Era in 1868). It happened
3years earlier than the Paris Commune. 3000 people in Dogo
armed uprising and ejected government
rule without weapons. However people
gave the officers alcohol and rice as
farewell presents.

3

神

Remains・Historic Sites

Tumulus of Hei Shrine

祭

There are 7 dances performed every year on April the
21st. There are only 3 dances (Emperor's court, Itsukushi‑
ma Shrine and here) originated from
the Nara and Heian era's in Japan. So
that it is a important intangible
cultural property in Japan.

7

8

9

●

●

Oki crabs

turban shells

●

施

2

3

10 Shiroumaasatsuki

It is common to find it in Mt. Hakuba of Japan North
Alps so people named it such a name. It is said to be the
origin of green onion and lasting
since the Ice Age. You can see its
violet flowers besides the roads or
seacoasts from May to June.
動
11 Kurokizuta(Green Sea‑weed)

It was found at the first time in Japan in 1910.
They found it in front of Kuroki‑gosho so they named it
Kurokizuta. Once it was found around
the Red Sea. So it is designated as a
natural monument in 1922. Among 1200
kinds of sea‑weed it 's the only one
natural monument.
動

12 Ooiwakagami 13 Daffodils in Yui
動

14 Hitomotosusuki 15 Mokugenji Hitomotosusuki
動

16 Mitsubaiwagasa 17 Hainezu 18 Ezonoyoroigusa

Island Park

It is located besides the clean sea.
In a few‑minute‑walk you can reach to Okutsu‑
do Beach, one of the cleanest beach in Oki.
施

Cyoujigamazumi

動

Amusement Shop Shiosai

Its theme is 'Experiences of
sightseeing.' You can try some fish‑
ery experiences there.

Darumagiku

動

Oki Soba

Facilities/ Others
1

動

動

oysters

●

施

It is a kind of bush and 2‑3m‑high. In Shimane it
habitats in Izumo area and Oki is‑
lands. However it is rare to see it
in Izumo, it's common in Oki. Though
it is a continental plant, it repre‑
sents plants of Oki.

動

fish

Others

It's a kind of chrysanthemum. It inhabits around Ja‑
pan Sea of Cyugoku area and Kyusyu.
In west coast of Oki Dougo it is com‑
mon. Its light violet flowers make
good contrast with white seashores.
動

●

Kurobe

It is a kind of Hinoki which is
peculiar to Japan. Nezuko is its dif‑
ferent name. However it is an alpine
plant, we can see it around sea‑
shores. It habitats especially nearby
water on the small island in Kamo
Port. It's very interesting.
動

squid

●

Nagoran (orchid)

Nago‑ran was found in Nago, Okinawa. So it is called
Nagoran. In Oki people call it Oki‑fuuran. It is parasitic
on fir, oak, Kurobe, Himekomatsu and
Black pine tree. It has been taken
for ornamental so that it became one
of endangered species.
動

Oki foods are very delicious because they are made of fresh
seafood, materials form the mountains and clean water and air.

Hotel Hagoromosou

It is next to Yananomatsubara, which is se‑
lected as one of '100 nice white sand and green pine
trees.' You can enjoy Oki's traditional dishes there.
施

4

Hotel Uneri

It stands besides the Fukuura Bay.
That area has good scenery. There is a res‑
taurant inside which can serve good seafood.
施

5

Goka Hot Spring

It is only one hot spring in Oki. There are
six bathes there. Some of there you need to wear swim‑
ming clothes. Many visitors and local people love it.
施

Kokumin Hoyou Center (Hotel Sun Rise and others)

6 It is located among deep forests. There are log cabins,
hotel, camp site, auto camp site, ten‑
nis court, gate ball court and so on.
You can enjoy outdoor sports. In the
park there is a big roller slider. So
families like to visit there.
他

1 Goka Sumo Match

他

他

2 Iguri Kites Event 3 Oki Sake Factory

